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ABSTRACT
Diamond-like carbon (DLC) thin films were produced by pulsed laser deposition
(PLD) on silicon, fused silica, and silicon nitride substrates. The films produced
were either undoped, made using a pure graphite target, or doped, using multicomponent targets made from a combination of graphite and silicon, silicon
nitride, titanium dioxide, or silicon monoxide. These films were evaluated for
their potential use in biomedical applications, including coatings for artificial
joints, heart stents, and bronchoscopes. The films were characterized by Raman
spectroscopy, atomic force microscopy, ball-on-flat tribometry, contact angle
measurements, and spectrophotometry. Film thickness was determined by
optical profilometry. Film adhesion was checked by soaking the films in simulated
body fluid (SBF) and monitoring the quality of the film surface at varying time
intervals using an optical microscope. DLC coatings were produced with a root
mean square surface roughness of less than 1 nm and a 0.08 lubricated
coefficient of friction. Contact angles of water on the undoped films varied with
deposition conditions, ranging from 65 to 88 degrees. Contact angles as low as
25 degrees were achieved by incorporating silicon monoxide dopant. DLC
coatings were produced on fused silica having high transparency and showing no
delamination after forty-three weeks of immersion in SBF. These results indicate
that these films have potential as biomedical coatings.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Diamond-like Carbon
Diamond-like carbon (DLC) films are amorphous carbon films with a mixture of
sp2 and sp3 hybrid bonding [1] [2]. DLC films have properties similar to that of
diamond, including high hardness, low coefficient of friction, optical transparency,
and chemical inertness [3]. These properties make DLC an ideal protective
coating for such applications as automotive parts, optical windows, magnetic
storage devices, micro-electromechanical devices (MEMS), and biomedical
implants and instruments [4-6].
Diamond-like carbon films can be made by a wide range of methods including ion
beam, dc or rf sputtering, cathodic arc, pulsed laser deposition (PLD), and
plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) [7]. DLC film properties
can vary greatly, depending upon the deposition method used.
DLC is commonly doped with other elements that induce a change in material
properties. Hydrogen is the most commonly used dopant in DLC films, with films
generally being classified as hydrogenated or non-hydrogenated [8]. Other
dopants used to modify the properties of DLC include fluorine, nitrogen, oxygen,
boron, chromium, copper, platinum, silver, titanium, and silicon [9-19].
Post processing techniques such as surface treatments and annealing can
further modify the properties of DLC films. Plasma treatments with oxygen,
nitrogen, hydrogen, and carbon tetrafluoride can change contact angle [20-22].
Laser and thermal annealing can reduce residual stresses [23] [24].

Biomedical Applications of Diamond-like Carbon
Currently there is much interest in developing DLC films for biomedical
applications. As DLC has been shown to be biocompatible with the human body,
it has potential as a coating for cardiovascular, orthopedic, ophthalmic, MEMS,
and biosensor implants [6] [25]. The primary goal of this work is to develop DLC
coatings for coronary stents, artificial joints, and bronchoscope lenses.
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Coronary Stents
Coronary stents are devices surgically implanted into a patient’s restricted artery
to support the walls of the artery and allow for greater blood flow as shown in
Figure 1. Two problems associated with stents are thrombosis, the formation of
a thrombus or clot along the inside of the stent and cytotoxicity, which is an
unfavorable reaction of cells in the body to metal ions released from the stent.
DLC, being inert and hemocompatible, has shown promise as a coating for
reducing thrombosis and preventing cytotoxicity [26]. These films can also be
used in conjunction with drug-eluding materials to improve their effectiveness
[27]. DLC films which exhibit antibacterial properties have also been produced
[28].
Artificial Joints
Joint replacement surgery is a common surgical procedure to reduce chronic
joint pain or replace a badly damaged joint. In this procedure, the unhealthy joint
is replaced with a new man-made joint. Wear and debris formation are the two
largest problems with today’s joint replacement materials. Wear can lead to joint
failure, causing revisionist surgery to be required. Debris can accumulate in the
body, causing adverse reactions. DLC could potentially reduce wear and debris
formation, making joint replacement safer and longer lasting [29].
The hip joint is a spherical joint, consisting of a femoral head and an acetabular
cup, as shown in Figure 2. The complicated motions within this joint, the high
load requirements, and the large number of cycles required in its lifetime make it
a challenging joint to replace. An example of an artificial hip joint is shown in
Figure 3.
Bronchoscopes
The bronchoscope is a medical device which can look into the airways of a
patient’s lungs, called the bronchi and bronchioles. An example of a
bronchoscope in use is shown in Figure 4. Within the lungs, a warm moist
environment, the bronchoscope lens has a tendency to fog over. By applying a
transparent, super-hydrophilic DLC coating to the lens, the lens may become
anti-fogging, eliminating the need to wipe clean the lens during use.

2

Figure 1 Coronary Artery Stent Placement [30]
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Figure 2 The Hip Joint [31]

Figure 3 An Artificial Hip Joint [31]
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Figure 4 Example of a Bronchoscope in Use [32]
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CHAPTER II
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
DLC films were produced by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) on three types of
substrates: silicon, fused silica, and silicon nitride. The films were characterized
by Raman spectroscopy, atomic force microscopy (AFM), ball-on-flat tribometry,
contact angle measurement (CAM), and spectrophotometry. To gain an
understanding of how these films might be affected within the human body,
soaking experiments were performed with the films immersed in simulated body
fluid (SBF). Film thickness was obtained by optical profilometry.

Substrates
Silicon
The silicon substrates used were diced into 1”x1” squares from 4” diameter
wafers, whose specifications are shown in Table 1.
The silicon wafers were cleaned before use to remove any surface contaminants.
The wafers were ultrasonically cleaned in acetone for ten minutes, rinsed with
ultrapure water, and dried with compressed nitrogen. This was followed by
ultrasonic cleaning in methanol for ten minutes, subsequent rinsing with ultrapure
water and drying with compressed nitrogen. Each substrate was then dipped
into a buffered oxide etch solution (6:1 volume ratio of 40% NH4F in water to 49%
HF in water) for 20 seconds to remove any oxides remaining on the surface,
followed by a rinse in ultrapure water and drying with compressed nitrogen.
The substrates were then mounted on a holder as shown in Figure 5, if silicon
wafers were the only substrates to be used. Figure 6 shows the mounting
arrangement for silicon wafers paired with silicon nitride spheres.

Table 1 Silicon Wafer Specifications

Characteristic
Diameter
Thickness
Flats
Type
Resistivity
Orientation
Grade
Polishing

Specification
4”
400-500 μm
2 semi-standard
P/Boron
1-25 ohm-cm
(100)
test
single side
6

Figure 5 Silicon Wafers Mounted on the Substrate Holder

Figure 6 Silicon Wafers and Silicon Nitride Spheres Mounted on
the Substrate Holder
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Fused Silica
The fused silica substrates used were diced from 4” diameter wafers into 1” x 1”
squares. The properties of the wafers are shown in Table 2.
As with silicon, the fused silica substrates required cleaning before use. The
fused silica substrates were ultrasonically washed in acetone for ten minutes
then rinsed with ultrapure water and dried with compressed argon. The
substrates were then ultrasonically cleaned in methanol for ten minutes, rinsed
with ultrapure water, and dried with compressed argon. This was followed by a
two minute dip in piranha solution (1:1 volume ratio of H2SO4 and H2O2) rinsing
with ultrapure water. The substrates were then dried with compressed argon.
Figure 7 shows the substrates mounted onto the substrate holder.
Silicon Nitride
The silicon nitride substrates were ½ inch diameter spheres. Before use, the
silicon nitride spheres were ultrasonically cleaned in acetone for ten minutes then
rinsed with ultrapure water before drying with compressed nitrogen. The process
was then repeated with methanol. The substrates were mounted as shown in
Figure 6.

Pulsed Laser Deposition
The DLC films were produced using a PLD system with an ArF excimer laser
with a wavelength of 193 nm. The repetition rate of the laser was 50 Hz with a
pulse length of 15 ns. The laser beam was focused onto a target, which was
rotated and translated. The substrates were affixed to a rotating holder for more
even film coating. After initial rough pumping to 15 mTorr with a rotary piston oilsealed mechanical pump, a cryopump was used to pump the vacuum chamber to
1x10-6 Torr or lower pressure. An ionization gage was used to monitor chamber
pressure. For depositions with substrate heating, an incandescent lamp
radiatively heated the backside of the substrate holder. A thermocouple in
contact with the substrate holder was used to monitor deposition temperature.
The pulsed laser deposition system is shown in Figure 8. Properties of the laser
and optical system are shown in Table 3. A schematic of the laser and system
optics with relevant dimensions is shown in Figure 9.
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Table 2 Fused Silica Wafer Specifications

Characteristic
Diameter
Thickness
Grade
Polishing
Surface Roughness

Specification
4”
500 μm
UV
double side
Ra<1.5 nm

Figure 7 Fused Silica Wafers Mounted on the Substrate Holder
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Figure 8 Pulsed Laser Deposition System

Table 3 Laser and Optical System Properties

Property
wavelength
pulse duration
beam shape/size
focal length of lens
area of beam at target surface

Value
193 nm
15 ns
elliptical; a=3.4 mm, b=2.0mm, Area = 21 mm2
31 cm
0.13 mm2

10

Figure 9 Schematic of the Laser and System Optics with Relevant Dimensions

The laser pulse energy reaching the focusing lens was measured using a meter
between the mirror and focusing lens. The beam energy was attenuated to the
desired value by placing 200 μm thick fused silica wafers between the laser and
the mirror. During depositions lasting longer than fifteen minutes, the laser pulse
energy was monitored periodically. This was to ensure that the energy of the
beam did not change significantly during the course of the deposition.
Between depositions, the sum of the attenuation due to the focusing lens,
chamber window, and shield was measured by placing the meter between the
shield and target in the PLD chamber. It was found that the attenuation from the
lens and window remained constant throughout the course of this study. The
attenuation due to the debris shield, however, slowly increased over time due to
the effects of the laser beam. If the attenuation approached a significant amount,
the shield was shifted to move the beam to a new, unaltered location along the
shield radius. Because of the attenuation effect of the lens, window, and shield
was reasonably constant across all depositions made, pulse laser energy as
opposed to fluence, will be reported throughout this work for convenience. The
calculated fluence for each deposition, as well as all other deposition parameters,
can be found in the Appendix in Table 19.
11

Graphite Target
For undoped films, a 2” diameter round target made from semiconductor grade
graphite was used.
Multi-component Targets
In order to add dopants to the DLC produced during pulsed laser deposition,
multi-component targets, comprised of graphite and the desired doping material
were used. In general, a 2” diameter graphite target with a 90° cut-out was
paired with a wedge shaped piece of the desired doping material and a wedgeshaped graphite spacer. The doping material was machined to a pre-determined
angle to control the percentage of doping material; the spacer was machined to
the corresponding angle that would complete the 360° target. If the doping
material was thinner than the graphite, a graphite or copper shim was inserted
behind the dopant to place the two materials on the same plane. The
components were held in-place by graphite tape. An example of this
arrangement is shown in Figures 10 and 11.
By having a series of dopant materials cut at different angles and corresponding
graphite spacers to complete the target circle, the composition of the multicomponent target could be easily controlled. An example of a series of dopant
targets cut to different angles is shown in Figure 12. The corresponding graphite
filler wedges are shown in Figure 13.
Because silicon nitride dopant material was only readily available in spherical
form, a different multi-component target arrangement was used. First, a hole
with matching diameter (.500”) was machined into a 90° wedge-shaped graphite
insert. The silicon nitride sphere then had two flats machined into it on opposite
ends. The silicon nitride sub-insert was then placed within the 90° wedgeshaped graphite insert and combined with the larger graphite target with the 90°
cut-out. The components of this set-up are shown in Figure 14. The assembled
multi-component target is shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 10 Components of a Silicon/Graphite Target

Figure 11 Assembled Silicon/Graphite Multi-Component Target
Installed in the PLD Chamber
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Figure 12 Titanium Dioxide Target Wedges

Figure 13 High-Purity Graphite Spacer Wedges
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Figure 14 Components of a Silicon Nitride/Graphite Target

Figure 15 Assembled Silicon Nitride/Graphite Target Installed in the PLD
Chamber
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Surface Modification of DLC Films
Four films, PLD #s 54-1, 54-2, 54-3, 54-4, were produced simultaneously by
pulsed laser deposition on individual fused silica substrates as shown in Figure 7.
This was to ensure that the films would have uniform characteristics before
surface modification took place.
Film samples PLD #s 54-1, 54-2, 54-3 were cleaned concurrently in a Harrick
PDC-32G plasma cleaner (Ithaca, NY) for two minutes. The power applied to the
coil was 10.5 W. The RF frequency was 1 MHz. Vacuum was 1 torr.
Film samples PLD #54-2 and PLD #54-3 underwent an additional process, arylsulfonation [33]. The films were immersed in 30 mL of 8.4 mMolar sulfanilic acid
held in a 50mL beaker at 70°C. Drop-by-drop, with frequent stirring, 1.5 mL of
0.2 M sodium nitrite solution was added. Figure 16 shows the two samples
soaking. Sample PLD #54-2 was immersed for two hours; sample PLD #54-3
was immersed for five hours. After removal each sample was rinsed with
ultrapure water five times and dried with compressed ultrapure argon. The two
aryl-sulfonated samples were then stored in a vacuum oven at 100 °C with a
pressure of 100 kPa for two days. PLD #54-4 received no treatment, in order to
act as a control.

Figure 16 Samples PLD #54-2 and PLD #54-3 Soaking in a
Sulfanilic Acid and Sodium Nitrite Solution
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Profilometry
Film thickness was measured using an optical profilometer to examine the step
height between the film and a masked portion of the substrate, with the step
height being equivalent to the film thickness. The optical profilometer used was a
Phase Shift Technology Micro XAM surface mapping microscope (Tucson, AZ)
connected to a PC with MapVue AE 1.24.1 software. Measurements were made
at a minimum of two locations per sample. An average thickness value for each
film was reported along with standard error.

Raman Spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy was performed on all samples using a Renishaw inVia
Raman Microscope (New Mills, Wotton-under-Edge, Gloucestershire, GL12 8JR,
England). The laser was focused through a 50X lens and had a power of 4 mW.
The laser wavelength was 633 nm. Acquisition was for ten seconds with ten
accumulations at each location measured.

Soaking Experiments in Simulated Body Fluid
Simulated body fluid (SBF) was prepared as described by Cho et al. [34]. The ion
concentrations for the SBF and for human blood plasma are shown in Table 4.
Samples were immersed in SBF and incubated at 36.5°C, using a temperature
controlled water bath. At varying time intervals, the samples were removed and
photographed microscopically. The samples were then placed in fresh SBF and
returned to the 36.5°C environment. An example of a DLC sample soaking in
SBF is shown in Figure 17.

Contact Angle Measurement
The contact angle of water on the samples was measured using a Krüss
DSA20E Easy Drop Standard with a software controlled dosing system
(Hamburg, Germany). Typical measurement parameters are shown in Table 5.
Measurements were made at five locations per sample. Average contact angle
for each film was determined along with standard error.
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Table 4 Ion Concentrations of Simulated Body Fluid and Human Blood Plasma [34]

Figure 17 DLC Sample Soaking in Simulated Body Fluid
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Table 5 Contact Angle Measurement Parameters

Parameter
liquid
dropform
dosing volume
needle diameter
drop type
temperature
relative humidity

Value
ultrapure water (Gebhardt)
standard (<90°)
2 μL
0.51 mm
sessile
approximately 20 °C
approximately 61%

Atomic Force Microscopy
Topography of the samples was measured using a VEECO Nanoscope V Atomic
Force Microscope with a Nanoscope V controller (Plainview, NY). The system
was equipped with a nitrogen gas vibration isolation stage and an
acoustic/Faraday cover. It used a Nanoscope V controller and a computer with
Nanoscope 7.30 software installed.
All images were taken under ambient conditions using silicon tips in tapping
mode.

Ball-on-flat Tribometer
Tribological measurements were made for samples from the PLD #11 deposition
process using a ball-on-flat tribometer as shown in Figures 18 and 19. Silicon
nitride coated with DLC and an intermediate silicon bond layer was the ball
material; the flat material was DLC coated silicon wafers with an intermediate
silicon bond layer. The silicon bond layer was used to help ensure DLC bonded
to the silicon nitride spheres. Process parameters for the deposition can be found
in the Appendix in Table 19. The test environments were dry nitrogen, air, Mobil
15W30 synthetic motor oil, or bovine serum. Test duration and sliding speed
varied and were dependent upon sample performance.
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Figure 18 Ball-on-flat Tribometer

Figure 19 Ball-on-flat Tribometer Set-up
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Spectrophotometry
Spectrophotometry data was obtained by using a GenTech Scientific TU-1901
double beam ultraviolet/visible light spectrometer equipped with UVWin5.0
analysis software (Arcade, NY). The transparency of DLC on fused silica
substrates was measured between 190 and 900 nm at 1.0 nm intervals. The
attenuation effects of the substrate were subtracted from the transmittance plots
by using a bare fused silica substrate as reference during the measurements.
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CHAPTER III
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Undoped Films
The first step in the production of the DLC films was to gain an understanding of
how individual process parameters altered the properties of the films produced.
To this end, films were produced on three different kinds of substrates: silicon,
fused silica, and silicon nitride with varying deposition temperatures and laser
fluence. Film thickness was determined by optical profilometry. The films were
characterized by Raman spectroscopy, atomic force microscopy, contact angle
measurement, and spectrophotometry. Adhesion and stability were checked by
soaking the films in simulated body fluid and monitoring the film quality using an
optical microscope at varying time intervals.
Profilometry
The thickness and deposition rate results for the DLC on silicon films with varying
laser pulse energy are shown in Table 6. The film growth rate increased with
increasing laser pulse energy as shown in Figure 20. This is as-expected
because increasing pulse energy and greater fluence values will increase the
amount of carbon ablated with each pulse.
There is no apparent relationship between deposition rate and laser pulse energy
for the DLC films made on fused silica substrates as shown in Table 7 and Figure
21. It is likely, however, that a trend cannot be seen because the precision of the
optical profilometer is not adequate to detect the small differences in film
thickness one would expect from such short deposition times (15 minutes).
Unfortunately, creating thicker films by using longer deposition times led to
delamination of the film from the substrate as shown in Figure 23
The thicknesses of the DLC films produced on fused silica with varying
deposition temperature are shown in Table 8. The deposition rate for these films
can be found in Table 8 and Figure 22. There is no clear relationship between
deposition rate and deposition temperature.
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Table 6 Film Thickness and Deposition Rate for DLC Produced on Silicon with Varying Laser
Pulse Energy at 200 °C Deposition Temperature
Sample
PLD #24
PLD #29
PLD #32
PLD #26
PLD #21
PLD #22

Laser Pulse
Energy (mJ)
10.5
9.5
8.7
7.5
6.3
5.3

Thickness (nm)
170
139
100
82
97
52

±
±
±
±
±
±

5
3
5
4
7
4

Deposition Time
(minutes)
240 ± 2%
240 ± 2%
240 ± 2%
240 ± 2%
240 ± 2%
240 ± 2%

Deposition Rate
(nm/minute)
0.71 ±
0.03
0.58 ±
0.02
0.42 ±
0.02
0.34 ±
0.02
0.40 ±
0.03
0.21 ±
0.02

Figure 20 Deposition Rate for DLC Films Produced on Silicon with Varying Laser Pulse
Energy at 200°C Deposition Temperature
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Table 7 Film Thickness and Deposition Rate of DLC Films Produced on Fused Silica with
Varying Pulse Laser Energy at 20 °C Deposition Temperature
Sample
PLD #40
PLD #41
PLD #42
PLD #43
PLD #44
PLD #47

Laser Pulse
Energy (mJ)
9.0
8.0
6.9
6.0
5.0
4.0

Thickness (nm)
27.0
18.0
27.0
20.3
20.5
9.5

±
±
±
±
±
±

4.8
9.0
1.0
3.2
0.5
1.5

Deposition Time
(minutes)
15 ± 2%
15 ± 2%
15 ± 2%
15 ± 2%
15 ± 2%
15 ± 2%

Deposition Rate
(nm/minute)
1.8 ±
0.3
1.2 ±
0.6
1.8 ±
0.1
1.4 ±
0.2
1.4 ±
0.0
0.6 ±
0.1

Figure 21 Deposition Rate for DLC Films Produced on Fused Silica with Varying Laser Pulse
Energy at 20 °C Deposition Temperature
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Table 8 Film Thickness and Growth Rate for DLC Produced on Fused Silica with Varying
Deposition Temperature at 7.0 mJ Laser Pulse Energy
Sample
PLD #42
PLD #50
PLD #49
PLD #48
PLD #46
PLD #45

Deposition
Temperature (°C)
19 ± 1
56 ± 1
92 ± 1
128 ± 1
163 ± 1
202 ± 1

Thickness (nm)
27
28.5
32
26.5
27.5
22

±
±
±
±
±
±

1.0
1.5
0.0
1.5
1.5
1.0

Deposition Time
(minutes)
15 ± 2%
15 ± 2%
15 ± 2%
15 ± 2%
15 ± 2%
15 ± 2%

Deposition Rate
(nm/minute)
1.8 ±
0.1
1.9 ±
0.1
2.1 ±
0.0
1.8 ±
0.1
1.8 ±
0.1
1.5 ±
0.1

Figure 22 Deposition Rate as a Function of Temperature for DLC Films Produced on Fused
Silica with Varying Deposition Temperature at 7.0 mJ Laser Pulse Energy
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Figure 23 An Optical Micrograph of DLC Deposited on
Fused Silica Exhibiting Delamination

Raman Spectroscopy
The Raman spectra for the undoped DLC films produced are shown in Figures
24, 25, and 26. As seen in Figures 24 and 25 the amount of laser pulse energy
had little effect on the structure of the DLC films produced. Deposition
temperature, however, had a very evident effect on the structure of the films,
seen in Figure 26. At a deposition temperature of 202 °C, these films have a
noticeable hump on the left side of the peak that gradually diminishes with
decreasing temperature.
In Figure 24, there is one nonconforming spectrum belonging to PLD #22. It can
perhaps be explained by an error in temperature measurement during deposition,
leading to a higher or lower deposition temperature and thus a spectrum unlike
all others in the series.
The Raman spectrum for DLC films can be deconvoluted into two Gaussian
peaks, known as the D-peak and G-peak, located at approximately 1360 and
1560 cm-1, respectively, when excited by visible light [6]. An example of the two
deconvoluted peaks is shown in Figure 27. The relative intensity of these peaks
(ID/IG) and the full-width half-maximum and position of the G-peak are thought to
give insight to the sp3/sp2 ratio of hybrid bonding in DLC films. However, Table 9
shows results vary with source.
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Figure 24 Raman Spectra of DLC Films Produced with Varying Laser Pulse Energy
on Silicon Substrates at 200 °C Deposition Temperature

Figure 25 Raman Spectra of DLC Films Produced with Varying Pulse Laser Energy
on Fused SIlica Substrates at 20 °C Deposition Temperature
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Figure 26 Raman Spectra of DLC Films Produced with Varying Deposition Temperature
at 7.0 mJ Laser Pulse Energy

Figure 27 Raman Spectrum of DLC with Deconvoluted D- and G-Peaks Shown
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Table 9 Relationship between sp3 Content, G-Peak Position, ID/IG, Full-Width HalfMaximum of the G-Peak, and Deposition Temperature in Literature

sp3 /sp2
bonding
↑
↑
↑

G-Peak
Position
Author(s)
Balon [35]
↓
Chhowalla [36]
↓
Ding et al. [37]
↓
Ferrari/
Robertson [8]
2000
↑
↑
Marchon [38]* 1997
↑
↓
Paul [2]*
2008
↑
↑
Reuter [39]
2006
↑
−−
* The DLC films studied were hydrogenated.
Year of
Publication
2005
2000
2009

ID/IG
↓
↓
↓
↓

FWHM
G-Peak
↑
↑

Temperature
(°C)
↓
↓

↑
↓

↓

↑

Deconvolution of the spectra in Figure 26 into D and G curves using Origin 8 SRI
software, yielded the data in Table 10. Origin 8 SRI software uses the
Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm for curve fitting.
The ratio of intensities of the two peaks, ID/IG, the full-width half-maximum of the
G-peak, and the G-peak position were normalized and are shown graphically in
Figure 28. It is of interest that the full-width half-maximum of the G-peak grows in
an inverse relationship with ID/IG and G-peak position which increases with
deposition temperature. This is in agreement with the results found by Balon,
Chhowalla, Ding et al., and Marchon, indicating that the films produced become
more diamond-like with decreasing temperature [35-38].
Soaking Experiments
For a material to be biocompatible, one requirement is that it must be stable
within the human body. In vitro testing in simulated body fluid provides an
inexpensive way to determine the stability of the DLC films. DLC sample PLD
#36, DLC deposited on fused silica, is shown in Figure 29 after forty-three weeks
of soaking in SBF. It is significant that no change can be seen in the film, even at
the interface between the DLC and fused silica exposed by a scribe mark that
was made before soaking began. Any anomalies seen can be attributed to
handling damage, contaminants such as dust, visibility of the microscope stage
through the transparent film and substrate, and refraction effects at imperfections
on the substrate edge.
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Table 10 Raman Spectra Characteristics for DLC Films made at Varying Deposition
Temperatures at 7.0 mJ Laser Pulse Energy

Sample Temperature (°C) G-Peak Position
PLD #45
202 ± 1 1563.4 ± 0.3
PLD #46
163 ± 1 1557.4 ± 0.3
PLD #48
128 ± 1 1553.5 ± 0.3
PLD #49
92 ± 1 1544.4 ± 0.4
PLD #50
56 ± 1 1542.6 ± 0.4
PLD #42
19 ± 1 1537.0 ± 0.9

ID/IG
1.68
1.52
1.32
1.04
0.98
0.77

±
±
±
±
±
±

0.05
0.05
0.05
0.04
0.04
0.04

FWHM G-Peak
172.5 ± 2.4
186.5 ± 3.0
193.3 ± 3.3
208.7 ± 4.0
208.7 ± 3.8
218.4 ± 5.5

Figure 28 Normalized Raman Spectra Characteristics versus Deposition Temperature
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Figure 29 A Micrograph of DLC Film, PLD # 36, Initially and After Forty-Three Weeks of
Immersion in SBF

Contact Angle Experiments
It is important to understand the interaction that a biomaterial will have with its
environment at the surface. The contact angle that water makes at the surface of
a material is a quick way to estimate the surface energy of that material. Figure
30 shows an example of the contact angle of water on a surface. High energy
surfaces tend to be hydrophilic, achieving a high degree of wetting, while low
energy surfaces tend to be hydrophobic, with water beading up on the surface.
Contact angles have been established for water on the surface of the DLC films
to determine their suitability for biomedical applications. For heart stent coatings,
a low surface energy, super- hydrophobic coating is preferred to decrease the
probability of platelet adhesion, which can lead to thrombosis or clotting in the
artery. For bronchoscope lenses, a high surface energy, super-hydrophilic
surface is required to make the lens anti-fogging. Examples of desired superhydrophilic and super-hydrophobic surfaces are shown in Figure 31.
Figure 32 shows contact angle versus laser pulse energy for a series of DLC
films produced with varying laser pulse energy on silicon substrates with
deposition temperature of 200 °C. The films show slightly increased contact
angle with increased laser pulse energy, ranging from 79.5° at 5.3 mJ to 87.8° at
10.5 mJ. The reason for this trend is unclear because the Raman spectra for
these films show no noticeable change in structure with increasing laser pulse
energy. The effects of surface roughness can also be eliminated as a factor
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because the films all have similar roughness values, as is shown in the atomic
force microscopy section of this work.
For the films deposited on fused silica, there is no clear relation between pulsed
laser energy or deposition temperature and contact angle. Figures 33 and
34 show the results of these measurements.
All undoped films produced are neither strongly hydrophilic nor strongly
hydrophobic with contact angles ranging from 65° to 88°. Clearly, it will be
necessary to change the surface energy to make the films more desirable for
bronchoscope (super-hydrophilic) and stent applications (super-hydrophobic).
Surface modification and/or doping are two strategies for changing surface
energy, which will be discussed in greater detail in subsequent sections.

Figure 30 Example of the Contact
Angle (θ) of Water on a Surface
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Figure 31 Examples of Super-Hydrophilic and Super-Hydrophobic
Surfaces

Figure 32 Contact Angle versus Laser Pulse Energy for DLC Films
Deposited on Silicon Substrates at 200 °C Deposition Temperature
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Figure 33 Contact Angles Versus Laser Pulse Energy for DLC Films
deposited on Fused Silica Substrates at 20 °C Deposition Temperature

Figure 34 Contact Angle Versus Deposition Temperature for DLC Films
Deposited on Fused Silica at 7.0 mJ Laser Pulse Energy
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Atomic Force Microscopy
Understanding the morphology and surface roughness of the DLC films produced
is important for the three biomedical applications being considered. For coronary
stents, increased surface roughness can lead to increased platelet adhesion
causing thrombosis. For artificial joints, increased roughness of the wear surface
may result in a higher coefficient of friction and increased wear. Roughness can
also affect contact angle, making it a consideration in films that may be used as
coatings for bronchoscope lenses [40].
The morphology of the DLC films tended to vary greatly depending upon the
substrate on which the film was deposited. A representative image for DLC
deposited on silicon is shown in Figure 35, which reveals a surface without order.
The morphology of DLC deposited on fused silica is quite different, as shown in
Figure 36, which has repeating striations running across the surface. These
differences are most likely due to the roughness of the underlying substrate. It is
quite obvious after measurement that bare fused silica substrates have the same
striations found on the samples of DLC deposited on fused silica as shown in
Figure 37. This is in contrast to the bare silicon substrates as shown in Figure
38.
In general, the DLC films deposited on silicon were much smoother than those
deposited on fused silica as shown in Figures 39, 40, and 41. Also, more
variation in roughness was seen in the samples deposited on fused silica. Again
this is likely due to the effects of the substrate, as the fused silica substrates
were generally rougher (RMS roughness > 0.7 nm) than the silicon substrate
(RMS roughness < 0.12 nm).
The results did not show any correlations between laser pulse energy or
deposition temperature and RMS roughness.
Figure 36 also shows rounded bumps in the film. Some of the films produced,
especially those on fused silica, exhibit delamination. The rounded areas may be
where the film has detached from the substrate to release residual stress formed
during synthesis. Macroscopic delamination is most common at the thicker
portions of the films. This trend could also be seen at the microscopic level
during AFM characterization.
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Figure 35 AFM Image of PLD #21, DLC on Silicon,
2 μm x 2 μm Scanning Area

Figure 36 AFM Image of PLD #42, DLC on Fused
Silica, 2 μm x 2 μm Scanning Area
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Figure 37 AFM Image of Fused Silica, 2 μm x 2 μm
Scanning Area

Figure 38 AFM Image of a Silicon Wafer, 2 μm x 2
μm Scanning Area
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Figure 39 RMS Roughness for DLC Films Produced with Varying Pulse Laser
Energy on Silicon at 200 °C Deposition Temperature

Figure 40 RMS Roughness for DLC Films Produced with Varying Pulse Laser
Energy on Fused Silica at 20 °C Deposition Temperature
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Figure 41 RMS Roughness for DLC Films Produced with Varying Deposition Temperature
on Fused Silica at 7.0 mJ Laser Pulse Energy

Ball-on-flat Tribometry
For the DLC coatings to be useful in artificial joints, they must have good wear
properties. To this end, one of the DLC films, PLD #11, was tested under a
variety of conditions. Parameters for each tribological test performed are shown
in Table 11.
The DLC film performed poorly in both dry nitrogen and air. Large wear scars
were produced in both environments as shown in Figure 42. The coefficient of
friction during testing in nitrogen and air atmospheres can be seen in Figures 43
and 44. As these films are intended for uses in the lubricated environment of the
human body, these results are useful mostly as a reference.
For two of the tests, lubrication was used to better simulate the conditions inside
the human body. The DLC film tested by the ball-on-flat tribometer with oil
lubrication exhibited very light markings with no noticeable wear debris as shown
in Figure 45. The coefficient of friction for the DLC film with oil lubrication as a
function of time and sliding speed is shown in Figure 46. After an initial wear-in
period, the coefficient of friction stabilized at 0.08 ± 0.01. The film maintained
this low coefficient of friction during the remainder of the testing at each of the
varying sliding speeds. The film’s performance was typical of DLC in a lubricated
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environment [41]. Lubrication with bovine serum did not yield results as favorable
as those using oil. The coefficient of friction during testing with bovine serum
lubrication, as a function of time and sliding speed, is shown in Figure 47. A
wear track was formed with noticeable debris as shown in Figure 48.
Magnification of the wear scar made with bovine serum lubrication shows holes
where large amounts of material were removed during testing (See Figure 49).
These holes are likely caused by large particles from the silicon bond coat
breaking free from the substrate.
The relative motion of joints in the human body is obviously more complicated
that the rotational motion seen in ball-on-flat testing. Also, the short test time is
only a small fraction of the time that an artificial joint must remain in service in the
human body. However, ball-on-flat testing does have merit as it allows for the
tribological performance of a material to be quickly evaluated, so that resources
are not wasted on inferior films. Additionally, longer test times in future studies
will give a more accurate representation of the long-term viability of DLC films.
The coating of materials used in actual prostheses would be another future step,
as adhesion of the DLC films will vary with substrate. If successful, testing with
artificial hip machines would be the next step to more accurately determine the
viability of the films.

Table 11 Tribological Test Parameters and Resulting Coefficients of Friction

Environment

Load (N)

Coefficient of Friction Sliding Speed
Test
of the DLC Film, PLD
(cm/s)
Duration(s)
# 11, at Steady State
3400
n/a – film failure
1
140
n/a – film failure
1
4200
0.08 ± 0.01 0.02, 0.1, 1, and 10
2400
n/a – film failure
0.4 and 0.1

dry nitrogen
5
air*
5
oil**
5
bovine serum
5
* at 21% relative humidity
** Mobil 1 5W30 synthetic motor oil
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Figure 42 DLC Sample after Tribological Testing in Nitrogen and Air Atmospheres

Figure 43 The Coefficient of Friction during DLC against DLC Wear Testing as a
Function of Time in a Nitrogen Atmosphere
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Figure 44 The Coefficient of Friction during DLC against DLC Wear
Testing as a Function of Time in an Air Atmosphere

Figure 45 DLC Sample after Wear Testing with Oil Lubrication
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Figure 46 The Coefficient of Friction during DLC against DLC Wear Testing with
Varying Sliding Speeds as a Function of Time with Oil Lubrication

Figure 47 The Coefficient of Friction during DLC against DLC Wear Testing with
Varying Sliding Speeds as a Function of Time with Bovine Serum Lubrication
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Figure 48 DLC Sample after Wear Testing with Bovine Serum and Oil Lubrication

Figure 49 Holes where Large Amounts of Material Were Removed during Tribological
Testing of DLC against DLC with Bovine Serum Lubrication
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Spectrophotometry
For the films to be useful as protective coatings for bronchoscope lenses, they
must be transparent. The DLC films produced are partially transparent as can be
seen in Figure 50.
Figure 51 shows that transmission is reduced with increased laser pulse energy,
which is likely due to the higher deposition rate leading to thicker films and more
attenuation.
As is shown in Figure 52, decreased deposition temperature leads to increased
transmission. This is likely due to a change in the structure of films as can be
seen in the Raman spectroscopy results in Figures 26 and 28 and Table 10. The
results suggest the films become more diamond-like with greater sp3 content and
an increasing band gap with decreasing temperature.
In general, the films allow good transmission of light in the infrared and visible
wavelengths. Transmission reduces rapidly at ultraviolet wavelengths, however.

Figure 50 Transparent DLC
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Figure 51 Transmittance of DLC Films Made with Varying Laser Pulse
Energy at 20 °C Deposition Temperature

Figure 52 Transmittance of DLC Films Made with Varying Deposition
Temperature at 7.0 mJ Laser Pulse Energy
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Doped Films
Although the undoped diamond-like carbon films demonstrated many favorable
properties, including high transparency, low coefficient of friction, good wear
resistance, and stability when immersed in simulated body fluid, the films did not
possess all of the characteristics necessary to meet the goals of this project.
Thicker films tended to delaminate from the substrate due to residual
compressive stresses. Also, the contact angles for the undoped films are neither
strongly hydrophobic nor strongly hydrophilic. Experimental results showed that
varying process parameters such as substrate temperature and laser fluence had
little effect on the delamination problem or the contact angles. Clearly another
approach would have to be considered to modify the films’ properties so that they
might be useful as biomedical coatings. It has been shown that adding dopants
to the DLC film matrix can alter contact angle of the films and reduce residual
stresses formed during deposition [9] [15] [42]. For this reason the second stage
of research focused on the effects of dopants on the film properties.
For this study, potential dopants had to meet certain criteria. First, any dopant
considered must be expected to not affect the biocompatibility of the DLC films.
Second, the dopant material must exist in solid form and must be capable of
being formed into the required shape for use as an ablation target in pulsed laser
deposition. Third, the dopant material should not be prohibitively expensive.
In addition to the requirements above, the dopant had to have a reasonable
chance of modifying the films in a desired fashion. Surface energy can be given
by the following equation:

γ = γd + γp + γh
where γ = surface energy, d = dispersive forces, p = polar forces, h = hydrogen
bonding [43]. One strategy to increase overall surface energy is to increase the
surface energy due to hydrogen bonding. Nitrogen, oxygen, and fluorine are
three elements that are capable of forming hydrogen bonds. Elements or
compounds containing these elements might therefore be candidates for
increasing surface energy.
Titanium dioxide and silicon monoxide fit the above requirements and were
selected as dopants to be evaluated for use in a series of DLC films. Silicon
nitride was also evaluated, although due to its hardness and the difficulty in
machining it to size, only one group of samples was made. Although it cannot
form hydrogen bonds, samples were also made with silicon as a dopant due to
its inexpensive nature and availability.
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Profilometry
The thickness and growth rate results for the titanium dioxide doped DLC films
on fused silica are shown in Table 12. There appears to be little change in
deposition rate with increasing dopant wedge size as seen in Figure 53.
Table 13 gives the thickness and growth rate results for the silicon monoxide
doped DLC films. There is no clear relationship between the amount of dopant
used and film growth rate as shown in Figure 54.
The silicon nitride sample produced, PLD #51, was 8.4 ± 2.0 nm thick, with a
deposition rate of 0.56 ± 0.13 nm per minute deposition rate over fifteen minutes
of deposition.
The silicon doped sample, PLD #53, was 243 ± 5 nm thick, with a deposition rate
of 1.01 ± 0.03 nm per minute deposition rate over four hours of deposition.
The deposition rate for the doped films was considerably less than that for the
undoped films produced with similar pulse laser energy (~1.8 nm per minute at
7.0 mJ pulse laser energy).

Table 12 Film Thickness and Deposition Rate for DLC Films Produced on Fused Silica with
Varying Amounts of Titanium Dioxide Dopant

Sample
PLD #57-1
PLD #59-1
PLD #56-1
PLD #60-1
PLD #55-1
PLD #58-1

Dopant
Wedge Size
(degrees)

Thickness
(nm)
30
35
40
45
50
55

165
146
169
194
187
146

±
±
±
±
±
±

13
10
13
7
5
14
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Deposition
Time
(minutes)
240 ± 5
240 ± 5
240 ± 5
240 ± 5
240 ± 5
240 ± 5

Deposition Rate
(nm/minute)
0.69
0.61
0.70
0.81
0.78
0.61

±
±
±
±
±
±

0.06
0.04
0.06
0.03
0.03
0.06

Figure 53 Deposition Rate for DLC Films Produced on Fused Silica with Varying Amounts of
Titanium Dioxide Dopant

Table 13 Film Thickness and Deposition Rate for DLC Films Produced on Fused Silica with
Varying Amounts of Silicon Monoxide Dopant

Sample

PLD #63-1
PLD #65-1
PLD #62-1
PLD #61-1
PLD #66-1
PLD #64-1

Dopant
Thickness
Deposition
Wedge Size
(nm)
Time
(degrees)
(minutes)
30
191 ± 13 240 ± 5
35
158 ± 11 240 ± 5
240 ± 5
40
179 ± 4
240 ± 5
45
217 ± 7
240 ± 5
50
114 ± 9
55
119 ± 10 240 ± 5
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Deposition Rate
(nm/minute)
0.80
0.66
0.75
0.90
0.47
0.50

±
±
±
±
±
±

0.05
0.05
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.04

Figure 54 Deposition Rate as a Function of Dopant Wedge Size for DLC Films Produced on
Fused Silica with Varying Amounts of Silicon Monoxide Dopant

Raman Spectroscopy
The addition of dopants will not only change the composition of the films but may
also alter the nature of the carbon bonding within the films. Examination of the
Raman spectra of the doped DLC films can give insight as to whether or not the
bonding was affected.
The Raman spectra for titanium dioxide doped DLC films can be seen in Figure
55. Deconvolution of the spectra yields the peak characteristics shown in Table
14. There appears to be little change of peak characteristic with increasing
amounts of dopant, as can be seen in a plot of the normalized data in Figure 56.
The films all have slightly higher G-peak positions, larger ratios of intensity
between the D- and G-peaks, and narrower G-peak widths than the undoped
DLC film made under similar conditions, PLD #42, whose characteristics can be
seen in Table 10.
For silicon monoxide doped DLC, the Raman spectra for the films are shown in
Figure 57. The peak characteristics are shown in Table 15. A plot of the
normalized peak characteristics reveals a relationship between increasing dopant
content and G-peak position as shown Figure 58, although no such relationship
exists between the other characteristics. G-peak position versus dopant wedge
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size is shown in Figure 59. The films all have much lower G-peak positions,
smaller ratios of intensity between the D- and G-peaks, and broader G-peak
widths than PLD #42.
The Raman spectrum for PLD #51, DLC doped with silicon nitride is shown in
Figure 60. The deconvoluted spectrum yields a G-peak position of 1498 ± 1 cm-1
, a ratio of 0.51 ± 0.1 for the D- and G- Peak intensities, and a value of 231 ± 3
cm-1 for the full-width half maximum of the G-peak. Like the silicon monoxide
doped films, the silicon nitride films have a much lower G-peak positions, smaller
ratios of intensity between the D- and G-peaks, and broader G-peak widths than
PLD #42.
Figure 61 shoes the Raman spectrum for PLD #53, DLC doped with silicon. The
Raman peak characteristics for this film were a G-peak position of 1517 ± 1 cm-1,
a ratio of 0.79 ± 0.1 for the D- to G-peak intensities, and a value of 212 ± 3 cm-1
for the full width half maximum of the G-peak. These characteristics are similar
to those of PLD #42 with the exception of the full-width half-maximum of the Gpeak, which is broader for the silicon doped film. Two large peaks at
approximately 520 cm-1 and 950 cm-1 can be attributed to the first and second
order Raman peaks of silicon, respectively.

Figure 55 Raman Spectra of DLC Films Doped with Varying Amounts of Titanium Dioxide
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Table 14 Raman Spectra Characteristics for Titanium Dioxide Doped DLC Films

Sample
PLD #57
PLD #59
PLD #56
PLD #60
PLD #55
PLD #58

Wedge Angle
(degrees)
30
35
40
45
50
55

G-Peak Position
(cm-1)
1528 ± 0.3
1529 ± 0.6
1529 ± 0.3
1528 ± 0.3
1531 ± 0.3
1530 ± 0.3

ID/IG (A.U.)
0.85
1.04
0.97
0.88
0.96
1.02

±
±
±
±
±
±

0.01
0.04
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.03

FWHM G-Peak
(cm-1)
201.8 ±
1.5
213.5 ±
4
187 ±
1.3
201.1 ±
1.4
184 ±
1.2
209.4 ±
2.8

Figure 56 Normalized Raman Spectra Characteristics versus Titanium Dioxide Dopant
Wedge Size
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Figure 57 Raman Spectra of DLC Films Doped with Varying Amounts of Silicon Monoxide

Table 15 Raman Spectra Characteristics for Silicon Monoxide Doped DLC Films

Sample
PLD #63
PLD #65
PLD #62
PLD #61
PLD #66
PLD #64

Dopant Wedge
G-Peak
Size (degrees)
Position (cm-1)
30 1502.4 ±
1.9
35 1492.7 ±
4.6
40 1485.1 ±
1.4
45 1481.1 ±
0.9
50 1474.7 ±
1.9
55 1475.4 ±
2.4

53

ID/IG (A.U.)
0.48
0.43
0.44
0.77
0.40
0.40

±
±
±
±
±
±

0.02
0.03
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.02

FWHM G-Peak
(cm-1)
220.0 ± 4.1
206.3 ± 8.2
229.5 ± 3.8
209.4 ± 2.8
224.2 ± 4.0
219.1 ± 5.0

Figure 58 Normalized Raman Spectra Characteristics versus Silicon Monoxide Dopant
Wedge Size

Figure 59 G-Peak Position versus Silicon Monoxide Dopant Wedge Size
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Figure 60 Raman Spectrum for Silicon Nitride Doped DLC

Figure 61 Raman Spectrum for Silicon Doped DLC
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Soaking Experiments
Samples of DLC doped with silicon, silicon nitride, titanium dioxide, and silicon
monoxide showed little change after immersion in simulated body fluid (SBF) for
one week. The appearances of the films before and after the one week of
immersion are shown in Figures 62 - 65. All films showed little change in
appearance and can be deemed stable for the small amount of time that they
were immersed.
One week immersion is obviously not a long enough time to effectively evaluate
the films for implantation in the human body, which would require stability for
many years. Protective coatings for lenses would likely see hundreds or
thousands of hours of intermittent use. Longer testing will be required to
determine the suitability of these films for use in wet environments. Furthermore,
the doped films’ properties such as contact angle and wear resistance should be
re-checked to confirm no degradation has occurred, if these films appear to be
stable visually after immersion of satisfactory duration.

Figure 62 An Optical Micrograph of Silicon Nitride Doped DLC Film, PLD #51, Initially
and after one week Immersion in SBF
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Figure 63 An Optical Micrograph of Silicon Doped DLC Film, PLD #52, Initially and after
one week Immersion in SBF

Figure 64 An Optical Micrograph of Titanium Dioxide Doped DLC Film, PLD #60,
Initially and after one week Immersion in SBF
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Figure 65 An Optical Micrograph of Silicon Monoxide Doped DLC Film, PLD #61, Initially
and after one week Immersion in SBF

Contact Angle Measurement
Earlier experiments with undoped DLC films showed that varying the substrate
holder and laser fluence had little effect on the contact angle of the films, with
undoped films produced having contact angles between 65° and 88°. It was
theorized that the addition of dopants would have a large effect on the contact
angle of the films produced.
The results of doping DLC with titanium dioxide can be seen in Table 16 and
Figure 66. The results fit within the range of contact angles found in undoped
films. Furthermore, there is no pattern of increasing or decreasing contact angle
with increased dopant. It could therefore be concluded that the addition of
titanium dioxide has no effect on contact angle for DLC films.
The addition of silicon monoxide dopant into DLC films had a marked effect on
contact angle as shown in Table 17 and Figure 67. DLC film sample PLD #64
with a 55° silicon monoxide dopant wedge achieved a super-hydrophilic contact
angle of 25°. It is encouraging to note that contact angle decreases with
increasing silicon monoxide dopant content, meaning that even lower contact
angles could possibly be produced by increasing the size of the dopant wedge
used in the multi-component ablation target during deposition. Future studies,
using larger sizes of dopant wedges, are recommended to understand the full
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potential of silicon monoxide doping. Once the effects of increased doping are
found, testing on actual bronchoscope lenses would be a logical next step.
The contact angle for the silicon nitride-doped films was 76.6 ± 0.2°. This is
similar to the undoped films and does not warrant any further investigation.
The silicon-doped DLC films had a contact angle measuring 53.1 ± 0.3°. This is
a significant decrease from the undoped DLC films and deserves some further
study. The decrease, however, is not as dramatic as the decrease found with
silicon monoxide doping and therefore not as promising. It does indicate,
however, that the incorporation of oxygen plays a significant role in the reduction
of contact angle. It is also interesting to note that the decrease in contact angle
with the incorporation of silicon is opposite to the findings of Grischke et al. for
aC:H:Si [9] .
The dopants used in this study either reduced contact angle or had no effect.
For stent applications, which require low surface energy and high contact angle,
it will be necessary to test different dopants in future studies.
For future research, measuring the contact angle of other probe liquids, in
addition to water, on both doped and undoped film surfaces would be beneficial.
These measurements using multiple probe liquids would allow the surface
energy to be calculated using the theories of Owens/Wendt, Fowkes, or Wu [44].
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Table 16 Contact Angle of DLC Films Doped with Titanium Dioxide

Sample
PLD #42-2
PLD #57-2
PLD #59-2
PLD #56-2
PLD #60-2
PLD #55-2
PLD #58-2

Dopant Wedge
Contact Angle
Size (degrees)
(degrees)
undoped
75.1 ± 0.1
30
77.4 ± 0.5
35
79.6 ± 0.3
40
85.7 ± 0.4
45
75.3 ± 0.5
50
82.6 ± 0.3
55
76.6 ± 1.1

Figure 66 Contact Angle of Titanium Dioxide Doped DLC Films versus Dopant Wedge
Size
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Table 17 Contact Angles of DLC Films Doped with Silicon Monoxide

Sample

PLD #42-2
PLD #63-2
PLD #65-2
PLD #62-2
PLD #61-2
PLD #66-2
PLD #64-2

Dopant
Contact Angle
Wedge Size
(degrees)
(degrees)
undoped
75.1 ± 0.1
30
36.6 ± 0.2
35
36.3 ± 0.3
40
38.2 ± 0.2
45
31.7 ± 1.0
50
30.2 ± 0.5
55
25.4 ± 0.5

Figure 67 Contact Angle of Silicon Monoxide Doped DLC Films versus Dopant Wedge
Size
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Atomic Force Microscopy
Atomic force microscopy measurements were made for the doped DLC films. As
with the undoped films, striations can be seen across the films’ surfaces. This
indicates that the roughness of the underlying substrate influences the roughness
of the surface of the films. Although not ideal, some general information can be
obtained regarding the surface characteristics of the films. To reduce the impact
of the substrate characteristics on the measurement results, future films could be
deposited on silicon substrates, which would have lower roughness values and
also be more consistent.
The silicon doped DLC films had an RMS surface roughness value of 1.34,
making them somewhat rougher than the undoped films. Large pits or holes can
be seen in the films as shown in Figure 68. These holes seen are likely due to
imperfections on the substrate. With this in mind, it is possible that the slightly
increased roughness can be attributed to the substrate.
The silicon nitride doped DLC films had an RMS roughness of 1.40 which is also
somewhat rougher than undoped DLC. The films had many large bumps on the
surface which contributed to this increase in roughness as shown in Figure 69. It
is likely that these bumps are due to relatively large particles of silicon nitride
formed during the ablation process.
The surface roughness values for titanium dioxide doped films are shown in
Figure 70. These values are similar to those found in undoped films. It is of
interest to note that small particulates can be seen in the AFM images of these
films as shown in Figure 71. These could possibly be particulates of titanium
dioxide from the target formed during the ablation process.
Figure 72 shows the RMS roughness values for silicon monoxide doped films.
These films also have roughness values similar to that of undoped films. The
films contrast with the other doped films produced in that they do not appear to
have as many bumps on the surface as shown in Figure 73.
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Figure 68 A Representative AFM image of Silicon
Doped DLC, PLD #53, 2 μm x 2 μm Scanning Area

Figure 69 A Representative AFM Image of Silicon
Nitride Doped DLC, PLD #51, 2 μm x 2 μm Scanning
Area
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Figure 70 RMS Roughness of Titanium Dioxide Doped DLC

Figure 71 A Representative AFM Image of
Titanium Dioxide Doped DLC, 2 μm x 2 μm
Scanning Area
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Figure 72 RMS Roughness of Silicon Monoxide Doped DLC Films

Figure 73 A Representative AFM Image of Silicon
Monoxide Doped DLC Deposited on Fused Silica,
2 μm x 2 μm Scanning Area
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Spectrophotometry
The transmittance for silicon doped DLC is shown in Figure 74. There is little
change in transmittance with decreasing wavelength at or near the infrared
portion of the spectrum. At a wavelength of approximately 700 nm, however,
transmittance decreases rapidly with decreasing wavelength, possibly because
the π- π* band gap energy for the amorphous DLC film has been exceeded.
Figure 75 shows the transmittance of silicon nitride doped DLC. The
transmittance of this film tends to decrease gradually with decreasing wavelength
until a wavelength of approximately 300 nm where there is sharp decrease in
transmittance. This sharp decrease may indicate that the photonic energy at this
wavelength exceeds the σ - σ* band gap for the film.
Transmittance for DLC doped with titanium dioxide is shown in Figure 76. At far
ultraviolet wavelengths (λ < 200 nm) the films completely block transmission.
This is not entirely unexpected, as one of the uses of titanium dioxide is
sunscreen.
DLC films doped with silicon monoxide, a blackish-brown amorphous material,
also block the transmission of far ultraviolet light as shown in Figure 77. They,
however, transmit much better in the infrared region than the titanium dioxide
doped films.
Because these films were produced with varying thicknesses, quantitatively
comparing them is problematic. For future studies, a comparison of the
differently doped films with samples of equal thickness would be beneficial.
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Figure 74 Transmittance of DLC doped with Silicon, PLD #53

Figure 75 Transmittance for DLC doped with Silicon Nitride, PLD #51
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Figure 76 Transmittance of DLC Films doped with Titanium Dioxide

Figure 77 Transmittance of DLC Films doped with Silicon Monoxide
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Surface-Modified DLC Films
The contact angles for the surface modified films are shown in Table 18. Arylsulfonation, the grafting of aryl sulfonate groups to carbon through diazonium salt
intermediates, had little effect on the contact angles of films PLD #s 54-2 and 543, when compared to the untreated film PLD #54-4. The results are not in
agreement with Yan et al. [33], who reported contact angles as low as 5° after
five hours of aryl-sulfonation treatment of carbon films.
The argon plasma treatment alone modified the contact angle the most,
producing an angle of 38.7° for PLD #54-1. The reason for this is perhaps due to
the cleaning removing any weakly bonded material from the surface, increasing
surface energy and therefore increasing hydrophilicity.
A recheck of PLD #54-1 after one week’s time showed the contact angle to have
grown from 38.7° to 45° indicating that the argon surface treatment is not a
permanent one. This may be due to the adsorption of contaminants from the
atmosphere into the film’s surface.

Table 18 Contact Angle Results for Surface Modified DLC Films

Sample
PLD #54-1
PLD #54-2
PLD #54-3
PLD #54-4

Surface Treatment
argon plasma cleaning
aryl-sulfonation, 2 hours
aryl-sulfonation, 5 hours
none

Contact Angle (degrees)
38.7
65.0
70.6
77.7
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±
±
±
±

0.8
3.9
4.1
1.1

CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS
Diamond-like carbon thin films without dopants were successfully produced on
silicon, fused silica, and silicon nitride substrates using a pulsed-laser deposition
system. Film thickness was limited by delamination caused by residual stresses.
Raman spectroscopy showed that the structure of the films was dependent upon
the deposition temperature but independent of the laser pulse energy used. The
films were stable after forty-three weeks immersion in simulated body fluid at
36.5 °C, showing no delamination during that time when viewed microscopically.
Contact angles for water on the surface of these films varied between 65° and
88°. The films produced were very smooth with RMS roughness values less than
0.35 nm when deposited on silicon, although larger values occurred when the
film was deposited on rougher fused silica substrates. Ball-and-flat tribometry
showed these films to have excellent wear resistance and a low coefficient of
friction (0.08) in an oil-lubricated environment. Spectrophotometry showed that
these films have good transparency in infrared and visible light.
Dopants were incorporated into the DLC films by using a multi-component target
during deposition. The dopants used, silicon, silicon nitride, titanium dioxide, and
silicon monoxide, altered the structure and properties of the films. Residual
stress was reduced allowing thicker films to be grown. Doping DLC films with
silicon monoxide produced contact angles as low as 25°, with contact angle
decreasing with increasing dopant. The doped films were all smooth and
transparent. Soaking experiments showed the doped films to have stability in
simulated body fluid after one week of test time.
The surface modification techniques tried on the DLC films did not produce a
permanent significant change in contact angle. The contact angles for films that
underwent aryl-sulfonation were similar to those found in unmodified films. The
contact angle for DLC films exposed to argon plasma had a slightly reduced
contact angle which increased with time after treatment.
The silicon monoxide doped DLC films show great potential as coatings for
bronchoscope lenses. These films have good transparency and have been
shown to be stable when immersed in SBF. The low contact angle of water (θ =
25 °) on these films indicates that they may be anti-fogging. Future depositions
using greater amounts of silicon monoxide dopant may reduce contact angle
further. Using additional probe liquids during contact angle measurement would
allow for the calculation of surface energy, giving greater insight to the nature of
the surface wetting. Once the effects of increased doping are found, testing on
actual bronchoscope lenses is recommended.
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The films are candidates for artificial joint coatings due to their favorable wear
properties and stability. The test duration was very short in comparison to the
lifetime of an artificial joint, however, so longer test times are required to confirm
viability of the films for this application. Additionally, films will need to be
produced on substrates made from the same materials that would be used in the
actual prosthesis.
The films have properties which would make them useful in coronary stent
applications. Stability of the films, demonstrated by the soaking experiments in
SBF, is a requirement for the long-term implantation of the stents. The
smoothness of the films (RMS roughness < 0.35) would help prevent the
adhesion of platelets, which could cause clotting. Unfortunately, none of the
films produced showed a high contact angle, which is required for the prevention
of thrombosis. Further modification of the films, perhaps with new, untried
dopants, will be necessary.
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